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The Big Green Egg Company Introduces
Custom Craftsman Tables and Outdoor Cooking Islands
(Atlanta, Georgia)

For over 35 years, the Big Green Egg Company has built a reputation as

the undisputed leader in the ceramic outdoor cooker industry — and to connoisseurs of outdoor
living, the Big Green Egg brand has long been synonymous with innovative design and the
highest quality products.
At the 2013 HPBExpo in Orlando, Florida, the company is enhancing their official product lineup
with the launch of an exclusive line of Custom Tables and Cooking Islands engineered
specifically for the Big Green Egg.
The new Eco-Wood Craftsman Tables are hand-crafted by skilled artisans who transform the
finest materials into beautiful, stylish and durable tables for the Big Green Egg. The exotic
materials are grown in ecologically sustainable forests under the watchful eye of agronomists
and artisans who cultivate and handcraft the solid wood tables to the highest standards. Choose
from strong and durable imported Nicaraguan Teak or Royal Mahogany … each table is a
unique work of art so beautiful that you’ll want to use them indoors!
The Big Green Egg Custom Cooking Island, which measures a full 76 in / 1.93 m wide, features
heavy duty roller drawers, ample storage cabinets for charcoal and utensils, and a durable,

weather resistant finish. The unique contours of the bar top counter design, which are exclusive
to Big Green Egg, create a functional piece of art, backed by the company’s commitment to
exceptional quality and lasting value.
The Big Green Egg offers a complete cooking system, including five sizes of cookers and
hundreds of accessories designed specifically to enhance the versatility of outdoor cooking on
the EGG.

About the Big Green Egg
The Big Green Egg Company was founded by Ed Fisher more than 30 years ago as he set out to develop
a modernized version of an ancient Asian cooker for the culinary marketplace. Not satisfied with the
short-lived materials and marginal thermal properties of a typical kamado grill, Fisher made a decision to
create the very best outdoor cooker, period. This unique product, the Big Green Egg, now manufactured
from advanced ceramic materials, is widely acclaimed as the best outdoor cooker in the world with
legions of fans (known as EGGheads) in over twenty-five countries. Often copied, never matched … there
is only one, original Big Green Egg — The Ultimate Cooking Experience!®

